The notion of independence ha been used in conventional logic programming as the basis for several optimizations, including program paallelization, intelligent backtracking, and goal reordering. In this paper we extend this notion to logic programming languages with dynamic scheduling. This type of scheduling, in which some calls are dynamically "delayed" until their arguments are sufciently instantiated, is provided in most practical implementations because it ofers advantages fr both programming power and declarativeness. We fcus on the notion of independence required fr ensuring correctness and efciency of parallelization within the independent and-parallel model. We also provide sufcient conditions fr independence which can be evaluated "a-priori" (i.e., at run-time), as is needed in many practical applications.
Introduction
The concept of independence has proven to be useful in traditional logic programming (LP) as it provides a theoretical basis fr several powerfl program optimizations, including program parallelization [7, 6] , intelligent backtracking [10] , and goal reordering [13] . Recently [4] , the notion of independence has been extended to the more general context of constraint logic programing (CLP) [8] , and studies to evaluate its practical usefulness are in progress [3] .
Unfortunately, existing theories of independence are based on an operational semantics in which calls are evaluated using a fxed scheduling strategy, usually left-to-right. Thus, these theories do not directly apply to most modern (C)LP languages, since they usually provide dynamic scheduling, i.e., in these languages computation generally fllows some fxed scheduling but some calls are dynamically "delayed" until their arguments are sufciently instantiated.
In this paper we extend the notion of independence to dynamically scheduled logic languages. In particular, we fcus on the notion of independence required fr ensuring correctness and efciency of parallelization within the independent and-parallel model. To our knowledge, this is the frst work in this area. Our results are of interest fr at least three reasons. First, as we have suggested most existing (constraint) logic languages already provide fexible scheduling.
Therefre, in order to be practical, independence-based applications must handle dynamically scheduled programs. Second, dynamic scheduling has a significant cost, increasing the need of applications which improve efciency. Third, dynamically scheduled languages are considered as promising target languages fr the implementation of concurrent constraint logic languages [1, 11, 12, 2] .
In order to reason about the co-routining properties of dynamically scheduled languages, we will consider independence in terms of the search space, rather than in terms of partial answers, the method generaly used fr languages with a fxed scheduling. Using this approach, we revisit independence fr CLP languages with a fxed scheduling strategy (Section 3), obtaining conditions which are not only sufcient but also necessary fr independence in these languages, thus strengthening existing results. Then, we investigate independence in the context of dynamic scheduling under the assumption that no atoms are initially delayed (Section 4), and later extend the results to the general case of dynamic scheduling with initially delayed atoms (Section 5). Although sufcient, our conditions are not necessary to ensure independence fr languages with dynamic scheduling. However, we have chosen them because we fel they will be amenable to compile time verifcation using program analysers recently developed fr these languages. Section 6 discusses a-priori conditions fr independence. Section 7 discusses the efect of relaxing the assumptions of solver independence and solver completeness, initially made to simplify our discussion. Section 8 concludes.
(Constraint) Logic Programs with Dynamic Scheduling
A primitive constraint has the frm p(x) where x is a sequence of distinct variables and p is a constraint predicate symbol. Every constrint is a conjunction of primitive constraints. The empty constraint is denoted e. An atom has the frm p(x) where x is a sequence of distinct variables and p is a user defned predicate symbol. A literal is an atom or a primitive constraint. A progrm is a collection of clauses of the frm h t B where h is an atom (the head) and B is a sequence b 1 , · · · , b n of literals ( the body). A goal is a sequence of literals. A renaming is a bijective mapping fom variables to variables. We naturally extend renamings to atoms, clauses, and constraints. denotes syntactic equivalence = fr any syntactic object. Syntactic objects s and s 1 are said to be variants if there is a renaming p such that p(s) s 1 • The defnition of an atom, a, in progrm = P, def p (a), is the set of variants of rules in P which have a as its head. The operational semantics of a program P can be presented as a transition system on states (G, c, D) where G is a sequence of non-executed literals, c is the constraint store, and D is a sequence of delayed atoms. We will also consider the state fail. The operational semantics is parameterized by the fllowing predicates and fnctions. The predicate cansistent(c) expresses a test fr consistency of c. For simplicity, we will assume that this test is complete, i.e., cansistent(c) if D F 3c, where ' is the underlying constraint theory, and 3c represents the existential closure of c. However, our results continue to hold even if the consistency test is incomplete, as briefy discussed in Section 7. The predicate delay(a, c) holds if a call to atom a delays with the constraint c. The function woken(D, c) returns the pair of sequences of atoms in D which are, respectively, woken and remain delayed fr constraint c. Note that the order of the atoms returned by woken is system dependent.
Let a denote an atom and c' a constraint. The transition rules are:
• (a: G,c,D) -+ T f fail if delay(a,c) does not hold and defn P (a) is empty.
Note that the conditions fr applying each of the transition rules are pairwise exclusive, except fr -¥ w . We will assume that this transition rule has prefrence over the rest of the rules, thus being applied to any state (G, c, D) in which woken{D,c) = (G',D') with G' not empty. The same result could also be achieved by combining the -¥c and ~¥ w transition rules, but given our interest in the particular characteristics of -t w , we have kept them separate. Unless otherwise noted, we will assume a depth frst search strategy.
A derivation of a state s fr a program P is a fnite or infnite sequence of transitions so -si -· · ·, in which SQ = s. A state fom which no transition can be perfrmed is a fnal state. The tuple (c, D) is said to be a partial answer to state s if there is a derivation fom s to a state (G, c, D) and is said to be an answer if {G,c,D) is a fnal state and G = nil. We will denote by ansp(s) the multiset of answers to state s fr program P. The maximal derivations of a state can be organized into a dervation tree in which the root of the tree is the start state and the children of a node are the states the node can reduce to. The derivation tree fr state s and program P, denoted by treep(s), represents the search space for fnding the answers to s and is unique up to variable renaming. Each branch of the derivation tree of state s is a derivation of s. Branches corresponding to successful, infnite, and failed derivations are called success, infnite, and failure brnches, respectively.
Independent And-Parallelism and Search Space Preservation in CLP
In this section we frmalize the relationship between search space preservation and the correctness and efciency of the independent and-parallel model in CLP.
In traditional CLP the sequence of delayed atoms D is always empty. Thus, states in this section will be represented as (G, c). The parallel model is defned as fllows. Assume that, given the state (g1 : g2 : G, c), we want to execute g1 and g2 in parallel (the extension to more than two goals is straightforward). Then the execution scheme, defned in [4] , is the fllowing: 3
• execute (g1,c) and (92, c) in parallel (in diferent environments) obtaining the answers c 1 and Cr respectively, • obtain Cs as the conjunction of c1 / Cr, • execute (G,c 8 ).
In order to avoid problems when conjoining c1 and Cr, it is assumed that the new variables introduced during renaming in the parallel execution of the goals belong to disjoint sets. Several approaches to backtracking are possible. One is to avoid backtracking by computing in parallel all solutions to (91,c) and (92, c), storing them, and then (upon request) providing them in the appropriate order. However, in most implemented and-parallel systems initially only the frst solution to (9 1 , c) and (92, c) is computed in pafallel. If failure occurs later during the execution of (G, c 8 ) and it reaches goal 92, backtracking over 9 2 is perfrmed as in the sequential model. Only when backtracking reaches g1, can this work be again perfrmed in parallel with that of (92, c).
For generality, we will assume the second approach. The efects of such a decision on our results will be pointed out when needed. Note that then, the only diference between the parallel and sequential models is that while in the latter 9 2 is executed in the constraint store c 1 corresponding to some answer to (91, c), in the parallel model 9 2 is executed in constraint store c. Thus, we can base the correctness and efciency of the parallel model on the relationship between the search trees of (92,c) and (9 2 , c 1 ), fr each c 1 computed.
In this setting, it should be clear that although the parallel model is always sound w.r.t. the sequential model, its completeness can be compromised due to the existence of infnite branches that appear in the tree explored during parallel execution but not in that explored during sequential execution. Thus correctness requires the existence of a bijection between equivalent answers obtained during the sequential and parallel executions. For simplicity, we will consider the entire derivation tree of the goals to be run in parallel, rather than the part actually explored during sequential or parallel execution. It is straightfrward (though messy) to restrict the discussion to the latter case, obtaining identical results. Defnition 1. Let (91 : 92 : G, c) be a state and P be a program. The parallel execution of 91 and 92 is corect if fr every c 1 E ansp((91, c)) there exists a renaming pand a bijection which assigns to each Cs E ansp((g2,ci)) an answer Cr E ansp((92,c)) with C8 tt C1 Ap(c r ). • Regarding efciency, the amount of work perfrmed by the frst goal g 1 is the same in both the parallel and sequential execution. Thus efciency only requires that, in absence of failure (i.e., when the goals to the left have at least one answer), the amount of work perfrmed by the second goal 92 in the parallel model is less or equal to that perfrmed in the sequential model ( this is generally sufcient in practice to ensure the desirable "no-slowdown" condition [7] , i.e., that the parallel program will not run slower than the sequential one). In the fllowing we will not take into account the amount of work perfrmed in conjoining the answers obtained fom the parallel execution. The cost of such operation is considered a one of the overheads associated with the parallel execution (as creation of processes or taks, scheduling, etc.). 4 Also, we will (momentarily) assume that the cost of the application of each transition rule is constant. Let TR be the set of diferent transition rules that can be applied. Let s be a state and N{i, s) be the number of times in which a particular transition rule i E TR ha been applied in tree P ( s). Let K t be the cost of applying a particular transition rule i E TR, and assume that such cost is always greater than zero. Defnition 2. Let (9 1 : g 2 : G, c) be a state and P be a program. The parallel execution of 91 and 92 is efcient if fr every c1 E ansp( (91, c) ):
If we consider a model in which, during the parallel execution, all solutions to the parallel goals are computed, the condition above can be relaxed: we can just require the cost of executing (92, c) multiplied by the number of answers in ans p ( (91, c)), to be less or equal than the sum of the cost of executing (92, c 1), fr each answer c x E ans P ( (g i , c)). Furthermore, if afer the parallel execution the parallel goals share their environments, the above defnition could have been specialized so that only the amount of work up to the frst solution fr (g2, c) and (92, c1) (fr each c 1) is taken into account, since the rest are explored in the same environment a the sequential one.
Let us now fcus on the defnition of search space preservation and its relationship with the preservation of correctness and efciency of the parallel execution. We assume that nodes in the derivation tree are labeled with their path, i.e., they are labeled with a unique identifer that is obtained by concatenating the relative position of the node among its siblings to the path of the parent node. We will assume that some pre-defned order is assigned to the rules in defn P (a), and that this order is inherited by the associated child nodes.
Defnitions. Two nodes n and n' in the derivation trees of states s and a', respectively, correspond if either they are the roots of the tree (i.e., n = s and ri = s') or they have the same path and have been obtaned by applying the same transition rule.
• Let us frst show that search space preservation is sufcient fr ensuring correctness and efciency, i.e., that given a state (91 : 92 : G, c) and a program P, the parallel execution of g1 and 92 is correct and efcient if fr every ci E ans p ( (gi, c) ): the search spaces of (g2, c) and {g2, ci) are the same fr P.
Ensuring efciency is straightfrward due to the defnition of search space, which provides a bijection among the same transitions. For correctness we also need the fllowing lemma which is based on the particular characteristics of the two states, (g2,c) and (g2,c1), fr which the search space preservation is required: the initial sequence of literals is the same and c 1 -+ c. = tively: G s = p(Gr) and Cs+ C1 / p(cr) • Intuitively, the above lemma guarantees that, in absence of failure, (a) the sequence of literals associated to nodes with the same path in the parallel and sequential execution are identical up to renaming. Therefre, the constraints added to the store by nodes with the same path in the parallel and sequential execution are also identical up to renaming. As a result, it is easy to prove that (b) C s is equivalent to the constraint obtained by conjoining c1 and C r -The above lemma, and the fact that search space preservation implies a bijection among answers, allow us to prove that search space preservation is sufcient fr ensuring the correctness of the parallel execution.
Let us now prove that search space preservation is necessary fr ensuring that correctness and efciency hold. The fllowing lemmas are instrumental for this result, since they provide the basis fr concluding that the only way in which the search spaces of (g2, c1) and (g2,c), with c1 -+ c, can be diferent fr a program P, is by pruning some branch of treep((g2, c)). The fllowing lemma guarantees that, given the trees of such two states, two nodes with the same path correspond if they are either both filure nodes or both non-failure nodes. Lemma 6. Let (g2, c1) and (g2,c) be two states such that c1 -+ c and P be a program. Then, for every two nodes s and r with the same path in treep ( (g 2 , c 1 )) and treep ( (g2, c)), respectively: s and r have been obtained with the same tran-s·ition rule if either s r fail or they are both non-failure nodes. • = = Given the above result, it is easy to prove that if two nodes with the same path do not correspond, then the one associated to the sequential execution is a filure node, and the other is a non-filure node: Lemma 7 . Let (g2, c 1) and (g2, c) be two states for which c 1 -c and the search spaces of (g2, c1) and (g2, c) are diferent for program P. Then, there exists a bijection which assigns to each node s in treep ( (g2, c1)) for which there is no corresponding node in treep ((g 2 ,c) ), a node r in treep((g2,c) ) with the same path, such that s and r have been obtained applying thec f and --t c trnsition rule, respectively. • As a result of the above two lemmas, fr any two states (g2, c1) and (g2, c) such that c1 --t c, all non-failure nodes in the tree of (g2, c1) correspond with the nodes with the same path in the tree of (g2,c). Failure nodes will also correspond unless a longer branch is obtained in (g 2 , c) due to the less constrained store. Efciency requires those longer br anches not to exist. Thus search space preservation is necessary to ensure efciency and the fllowing theorem holds: There are still two issues related to the assumptions made when ensuring efciency. Firstly, it has been assumed that g1 has at least one answer. The reason is that given the results above, if we assume the behavior of the system in case of failure proposed in [7] , the same results can be obtained, thus ensuring efciency also fr those cases. Secondly, it has been also assumed that the amount of work involved in applying a particular transition rule is independent of the state to which the rule is applied. Thus, there is one point which has not been taken into account, namely the changes in the amount of work involved when applying a particular transition rule to states with diferent constraint stores. As shown in [4] , in the context of CLP languages this change can be signifcant, actually possibly yielding a slow-down. This issue will be discussed in Section 7.
Strong Independence
The work in [4] presents the notion of strong independence as fllows. Let part p ( s) be the multiset of partial answers to state s fr program P. Note that, in shared memory machines a symmetric notion is needed, i.e., 9 1 must also be strongly independent of g2 [4] . On the one hand, the consistency of the answers and partial answers ensures search space preservation, since no pruning due to inconsistencies can occur. On the other hand, preservation of search space ensures such consistency, thanks to Lemma 6. Thus, it is straightfrward to prove the fllowing result: Theorem 10. Goal 92 is strongly independent of goal g1 for constraint c, and program P if Vc1 E ansp((g1,c) ): the search spaces of (92,c) and (g 2 ,c1) are the same for P. Our results in this section are interesting in their own right. To our knowledge this is the frst frmal characterization of search space and its relationship to independence. The deeper understanding of independence has allowed us to strengthen existing results concerning the correctness and efciency of independent and-parallel models fom sufcient conditions to equivalence.
Having studied the case of standard CLP programs and placed it in the appropriate setting fr dealing with programs which present delayed goals, we now generalize by allowing atoms to be delayed in the program, but still requiring the initial sequence of delayed atoms D at the point befre parallel execution to be empty. We will assume all the conditions imposed on the operational semantics in the previous section, but allowing transitions -td andw . Frthermore, the parametric fnctions delay and woken should satisfy the fllowing fur conditions. Let "L i ¢ denote the existential closure of the frmula ¢ except fr the variables x. The frst condition ensures that there is a congruence between the conditions fr delaying an atom and waking it. The remaining conditions ensure that delay 'ehaves reasonably, i.e., it does not take variable names into account, it is only concerned with the efect of c on the variables in a, and if an atom is not delayed, adding more constraints never causes it to delay:
• Let (G, D 1 -c' and delay(a, c), then delay(a, d) .
) woken(D, c). Then a E G if a ED I -delay(a, c).

= • Let p be a renaming, then delay(a, c) if delay(p(a), p(c)). • delay(a, c) if delay(a, 3-vars(a)c). • If c
Independence and Search Space Preservtion
We start by extending the and-parallel execution model to this new context. Assume that given the program P and the state (9 1 : g 2 : G, c, nil), we want to execute 9 1 and g 2 in parallel. Then the execution scheme is the fllowing:
• execute (9 1 , c, nil) and (g 2 , c, nil) in parallel (in diferent environments) obtaining the answers (c1, D1) and (er, D r ) respectively, • obtain Cs C1 A Cr = • execute (G, C8 , D r :: D1).
As a result, the defnition of efciency is the same a that given in the previous section, and the defnition of correctness is extended as fllows: Defnition 12. Let (g 1 : g 2 : G, c, nil) be a state and P be a program. The parallel execution of g1 and 92 is corct Hf fr every ( c1, D1) E ans p ( (g1, c, nil) ) there exists a renaming pand a bijection which assigns to each answer (c s , D s ) E ansp ( (g2, c1, D1) ), an answer (c , , D r } E ansp( (g2, c, nil) delay(a,c 8) must hold. I.e., every atom left delayed by g1 must remain delayed in all fnite, non-failure derivations of (g2, c, nil) and every atom left delayed by (g2, c, nil) must remain delayed in all fnite, non-failure derivations of (g2, c1, D1).
As in the previous section, given the defnition of search space preservation, it is straightforward to prove the fllowing result: On the other hand, proving that search space preservation is sufcient fr guaranteeing correctness is much more involved. Previously, the reasoning was based on the fct that, in absence of filure, fr every two nodes r in treep( (g 2 , c) ) and s in treep( (g2, c 1}) with the same path, their sequence of active literals are identical up to renaming. Thus, the constrants added to the store are also the same, up to renaming. Unfrtunately, we cannot any longer guarantee that the same atoms are woken in both executions, and thus the sequence of active literals in nodes with the same path can difer. q(x,y) <-r(x),s(x,y,w) ,t(w),y=0.
s(x,y,w) •<-w=f(x,y),w-f(0,1). r(x)
<-x = 0.
with the fllowing suspension declarations fr p/2, q/2, r/1 and s/3: ?-s(x,y,w) when ground(y) .
? -r(x) when ground(x).
? -t(w) when £round(w). (q(x, y) , y = x, nil) (i.e., p (x, y) has been executed obtaining the answer (x = y, nil)) and (b) the derivation tree fom the state (q(x,y),E,nil) (i.e., p(x,y) has not been executed). Even though search space is preserved, there is no renaming which makes the sequences of active literals identical. Furthermore, there is not even a renaming which makes the leftmost literal of every two non-failure nodes with the same path identical. D
Figure l shows (a) the derivation tree fom the state
Even with the problems illustrated in the example above, we can still prove that search space preservation is sufcient for preserving correctness. However, we will not do so, as there is still another problem we must consider. This problem is that although search space preservation guarantees the existence of a bijection between answers, it cannot guarantee that the order in which the sequential answers are obtained will be preserved when the goals are executed in parallel. This is a desirable property when parallelizing a program, since it guarantees that the order intended by the programmer is preserved. In the context of Section 3, this preservation comes fr fee due to the existence of a bijection between answers associated to nodes with the same path, and to the properties of nodes with the same path ensured by Lemma 5. In the current context, those properties do not always hold, due to the possible existence of interleavings between goals which have multiple solutions. We can avoid such interleavings by ensuring that fr every answer (c 1, D1} of (gi, c,nil), no atom in D1 is woken during the execution of (92,c 1, D1), and every atom left delayed (woken) at some point of the execution of (gz, c\, Di) is also left delayed (woken) at the same point of the execution of (92, c, nil) . This is achieved by requiring the fllowing two conditions fom every two nodes s and r of treep((g2,c1,D1) ) and treep ((g 2 ,c,nil) ), respectively, with the same path: Note that this condition is not the most general possible since it does not allow the interleaving when, fr example, one of the goals involved is single solution, or it afects branches other than non-failure, fnite branches. However, we believe it is a good compromise fr at least two reasons. First, if such a condition is satisfed, the situation becomes equivalent to that fr languages with a fxed scheduling, allowing us to extend all results obtained in the previous section to this new context. Second, the above condition, although complex, seems amenable to compile-time verifcation using global analysers recently developed fr dynamically scheduled languages [9, 5) . P be a program and {g2,c1,D1) , (92,c,nil) be two states with c1 -t c. There exists a renaming p such that for every two non-failure nodes s = {G s ,c s ,D s ) and r = (G,.,cr,D r ) with the same path in treep((g2,c1,nil) ) and treep ( (92, c, nil}) , respectively, such that for all ancestors s' and r' of s and r, respectively, with the same path, s' is equivalent w. r.t. delay to r': G s = p( G r ), D s = p(Dr) :: D1, and c s + c% /, p(c r ).
Lemma 15. Let
•
The proof of the above lemma is straightfrward given the results in the previous section, and the fct that every time an atom is delayed (woken) in r, it must also be delayed (woken) in s, and vice-versa. Therefre, we can ensure the fllowing:
Theorem 16. Let P be a progrm, (91 : g 2 : G, c, nil) E ansp ( (91, c,nil) ), the search spaces of (92, c, nil) and {92,c 1, D 1 ) are the same for P, and for every two non failure nodes s and r with the same path in treep((g2,c1,D) ) and treep((g2,c,nil}), s is equivalent w.r.t. delay to p(r). •
Strong Independence
The strong independence notion introduced in [4] fr CLP languages, can be easily extended to this new context as fllows: ((g1,c,nil) ), the search spaces of (92, c,nil) and (g2, c 1 , D 1 ) are the same for P, and for every two non-failure nodes s and r with the same path in treep ( (92, c1, nil) ) and treep ((g2,c,nil) ), s is equivalent w.r.t. delay to p(r). • Corollary 19. If goal 92 is strongly independent of goal 91 for constraint c, the empty sequence of delayed atoms D, and program P then the parllel execution of 91 and 92 is correct and efcient for c, and P. •
General Case
Let us now consider the more general case in which the initial sequence of delayed atoms D might be non-empty. Two problems appear in this new context. The first problem is related to the defnition of the and-parallel model and, in particular, to the "conjoin" operation. This operation -conjoining the sequence of delayed atoms associated to the answers obtained in the parallel execution -must be done in such a way that the resulting sequence preserves the order among atoms established by the sequential execution. The existence of atoms in the initial sequence D increases the complexity of such an operation. The second problem is related to the existence of atoms in D which can be woken by both g1 and g2• If this happens, these atoms will be executed in both parallel goals, thus at least afecting efciency. This problem can easily be solved by extending the defnition of equivalence w.r.t. delay so that it also requires all atoms in D not present in D1 to remain delayed during the execution of (92, c, D). Formally, : delay(a, c,) holds, and fr every a E D r \ D a : delay(a, C r ) holds.
With this solution the results obtained in the previous sections regarding the characteristics of both the search space preservation and strong of independence can be extended to this new context in a straightfrward way. It aso alows us to solve the frst problem by defning the conjoin operation as follows: D a is obtained in the and-parallel model as
The intuition behind the above operation is that we have to eliminate fom D\ the atoms woken by (g2, c, D) (represented by D \ Dr) and then add the atoms lef delayed by (g2, c, D) which do not belong to the initial sequence (represented by (D r \ D)).
It is important to determine sufcient conditions which ensure search independence fom just the infrmation given by the store rather than fom the infrmation given by the partial answers. There are two main reasons fr this. First, such sufcient conditions could be tested at run-time (we refr to this a "a priori" detection of independence). Second, the kind of global data-fow analysis required to ensure that these sufcient conditions hold may be less complex.
In [4] the most general a-priori condition fr independence in CLP is defined as fllows. Let def(c) be the set of defnite vriables in c, i.e. the set of variables c constrains to a unique value.
Defnition20. Goals 91(x) and g2(y) are projection independent fr constraint store c if: (x (1 y s def(c) ) and (3-ic I 3_yc -t 3-yuxc) • Intuitively, the condition above states that (a) all variables shared by the goals must be defnite in c, and (b) any constraint in c defned over variables of both x and y is "irrelevant" fr the relationship between those variables. It is eay to prove [4] that if goals 91 ad 91 are projection independent fr constraint c, then 92 is strongly independent of 91 fr c, and vice versa.
Let us now discuss this sufcient condition in the broader context of languages with dynamic scheduling. Consider two goals 91 and 92 and a given constraint c fr which the above condition is satisfed. If the sequence of delayed atoms D is empty, then we can ensure that the goals are search independent by simply detecting that the above condition holds. The intuition behind this fct is that if there are no delayed atoms befre the execution of the goals, and they cannot afect the domain of each other's variables, then their partial answers will be consistent and the instantiation state of their variables will not change no matter if one is executed befre or afer the other, thus not afecting the atoms lef delayed by the other goal. Formally:
Theorem 21. Goal 92 is strongly independent of goal 91 for prgram P, constrint store c and empty sequence of delayed atoms D if the goals are projection independent for P and c.
A diference w.r.t. previous cases does arise, however, when the initial sequence of delayed atoms D is not empty. In this case the sufcient condition must take into account the constraints established on the variables which appear in the delayed atoms. The reaon is that atoms woken during the execution of either 91 (x) or 92 (y) may introduce new constraints involving variables in both x and y.
The solution proposed is to ensure that D can be partitioned into two sequences in such a way that if we associate them to 91 (x) ad g2 (y) respectively, the two new goals are projection independent fr the given c. While the frst sequence corresponds to the delayed literals that depend on gi(x), the second one corresponds to those that depend on g 2 (y). If there exist delayed atoms which depend on neither g\(x) nor g^iy), they can be concatenated to any of the two sequences. The proof fllows directly fom Theorem 21. Note that again, when considering CLP languages without dynamic scheduling, this defnition is identical to that proposed in [4] . Frthermore, we argue that all sufcient conditions given in [4) are directly applicable to languages with dynamic scheduling by simply transforming the given sequences of delayed literals as proposed above.
Incomplete Solvers and Solver Independence
In the previous sections we assumed that the consistency test implemented by the constraint solver was complete. This allowed us to treat constraints as logical frmula, and thus relate them by implication, logical equivalence, etc. However, all results presented previously continue to hold fr incomplete solvers. We just consider constraints as sets of (possibly delayed) primitive constraints and substitute conjunction by union, logical equivalence by syntactic equivalence, and entailment by subset.
As shown in (4), in the context of CLP languages, search space preservation is not enough to ensure the efciency of transfrmations. The reason is that modifying the order in which a sequence of primitive constraints is added to the store may greatly infuence the time spent by the constraint solver algorithm in obtaining the answer. For this reason a new orthogonal type of independence, constrint solver independence, was defned. It is tempting to think that the defnitions and results obtained in (4] can be directly applied to languages with dynamic scheduling. However, we must also consider the work involved in determining if a goal must become delayed or must be woken. We believe that a similar approach to that of [4] can be taken, by considering the solvers which are independent in this sense, those which require the parallel goals, g1 and g2, to be projection independent fr the store c and the sequence of delayed atoms D. However, this issue certainly needs further study.
Conclusions
We have shown that a simple extrapolation of CLP-based defnitions of independence does not handle CLP languages with dynamic scheduling. Understanding independence in the more complex setting of dynamic scheduling required us to revisit independence in the CLP case and to consider independence in terms of the search space, rather than in terms of partial answers. This has allowed us to give necessary and sufcient conditions fr independence fr CLP languages without_ dynamic scheduling and sufcient conditions fr independence with dynamic scheduling. Although our conditions are not necessay to ensure independence fr languages with dynamic scheduling, we have chosen conditions which we fel will be amenable to compile time verifcation using program analysers recently developed fr these languages. Research currently underway will test whether this is indeed the case, and whether these conditions allow signifcant parallelization.
